Compact tractors have different jobs.
So do the tires we build for them.
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TREADS

Compact tractor tires have three basic tread designs – from
minimum compaction for healthy, beautiful lawns to maximum
traction for heavy work. And more than just looking different,
Firestone compact tractor tires are constructed differently –
built specifically for the job they are designed to do.

TURF TIRES. Specifically designed for use on
lawns and grass to minimize soil compaction so
grass roots can breathe, these tires eliminate
tread indentations that destroy turf and float over
lawns for an easy, smooth ride. It’s the tire professional lawn keepers use to retain maximum beauty
and health of the turf. Firestone turf tires incorporate
our latest tread design and technologies that
protect and preserve turf.
INDUSTRIAL TIRES. This tire tread offers a
“compromise” between the field and turf tire tread
designs – most compact tractors, today, leave the
factory equipped with this tread type. It has traction
bars that are wider and not as deep as field tires, yet
more pronounced and aggressive than turf tires. It is
the right tire choice for rugged duty where the
long-term beauty and health of the lawn are not a
primary concern.
FIELD TIRES. This type of tire, with prominent tread
bars, is designed for extra traction. Because of this
aggressive tread, it is the most destructive tire for
lawns and turf use. Tires using this tread are
designed to grab the soil for heavy-duty work
situations. Tractors with these tires are primarily used
for pulling or pushing equipment – when maximum
traction is desired.

Smart engineering lets you change your tire type
without changing your wheels.
It is a surprising fact that tractor owners who wanted to change
from industrial tires to turf tires (or vice versa) needed to buy
new tire wheels, too. The high cost, for many, made the change
prohibitive. Until now.
Firestone has engineered a smarter tire system that lets you
change tires without the added cost of new wheels. These tires
are part of our patent-pending solution that offers several popular
sizes of industrial and turf tires that can fit on the same wheel –
we call it Intelligent Tire Engineering™ solution (ITE).
ITE means you can change your mind without changing your
wheels. Not only can it save you hundreds now, but it may also
make your tractor more valuable when you want to sell it.
Ask your Firestone tire dealer or implement dealer about this
exclusive tire system.

Tires are “pre-stretched”
for consistent tire shape
and performance

Internal belts maintain
tread profile to minimize
soil compaction

Tread curvature delivers
optimum turf contact
Consistent tread and spaces,
regardless of tire size, reduce
turf destruction
Tread profile delivers
flotation for smooth ride

Our Intelligent Tire
EngineeringTM solution
significantly reduces
tire replacement costs

Anatomy of the advanced Firestone Turf Tire

The turf is greener on the Firestone side.
The Firestone new Flotation Super All Terrain turf tire incorporates
the latest technologies, manufacturing techniques and
engineering available to make it one of the most “turf-friendly”
tires available. Nice to ride on, too.
Every detail – from an advanced tread design, tread depth, tire
shape and more – is engineered to deliver a better ride and
beautiful, healthy turf.

Flotation Super All Terrain

It works harder to make your lawn look better.
If your compact tractor is primarily used for turf duty,
the Firestone Flotation Super All Terrain turf tire delivers your
smartest turf tire option.
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